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ABSTRACT

Following the TMI accident and according to the requirement of the French safety authority,
very important studies were performed by the French utility, Electricite de France (EDF), and
assessed by the Institute for Nuclear Safety and Protection (IPSN) on reactor operation in
conventional control rooms, particularly on alarm processing. These studies dealt with the man-
machine interface, as well as design and exploitation requirements, presentation and
management of alarm signals, and associated operating documents. The conclusions of these
studies have led to improvements in French conventional control rooms. The current state of
these control rooms and links between alarm sets and operating documents will be shortly
presented in the first part of the paper.

More recently, the computerized means implemented in the PWR 1400 MWe control rooms (N4)
profoundly modified reactor operation. In particular, major advances concern alarm processing
in comparison with conventional control rooms. The N4 plants provide a more rigorous
approach in processing and presentation of alarms than in the past. Indeed, EDF wanted to
have less alarms switched on during plant upsets and to make them more characteristic of a
specific situation of the process. For example, computerization makes it easier to validate or
inhibit alarms according to the situation, to allow the operator to manage alarm presentation
and to propose on-line alarm sheets to the operators etc. This approach in comparison with
conventional control rooms, and the IPSN assessment will be presented in the second part of this
paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the lessons learned from the Three Mile Island accident, was that control action staff must
be provided with pertinent information on the state of the installation and must be given
instructions which enable them to make the best use of the information they have available to
them in order to manage incidents and accidents effectively. In France, post-TMI deliberation
has led to two major areas of improvement in operating safety. These consist of:

• the setting in place of incident and accident operating instructions, classified in French by
the letters I (incident), A (accident), H (beyond design basis) and U (ultimate), and more
recently, Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP's) using the state-oriented Approach
(APE): symptom-oriented EOP's,
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• review of the control room design. The most recent ones (N4 series) which have been
totally computerized take into account equipment and system fault alarms and situation
information, and restore alarm signals which are filtered and processed according to the
situation.

2. THE ROLE OF ALARM SIGNALS

The General Operating Rules (RGE) approved by the French safety authority, specify the
operating conditions to be met so that the installation complies with the hypotheses adopted in
the design studies. The alarm signals play a part in meeting these operating conditions set by the
General Operating Rules and, in particular, contribute:

• regarding normal operation of the unit:
- to guaranteeing that the unit remains within the normal operating range planned at the

design stage and specified by the Technical Specifications for Operation (STE),

• regarding incident and accident prevention :
- to guaranteeing the availability of equipment and systems which are important for

safety particularly by means of the equipment unavailability alarms required by the
Technical Specifications for Operation,

• regarding control of incidents and accidents:
- to detecting entry into the field of incident operation (implementation of the

protection system) and accident operation (implementation of the safeguard systems),
- to diagnosing the incident or accident,
- to guiding the operators towards the appropriate control action to limit the

consequences of the incident or the accident to an acceptable level.

3. CONVENTIONAL 1300 MWE REACTOR CONTROL ROOM

3.1 Operating Requirements Associated with Alarm Signals

All alarm signals usually indicate a fault which needs to be corrected either by an operator or
automatically. An automatic action and an instruction for action are usually associated with the
notion of an alarm. Under the provisions made by EDF on the 1300 MWe series and in
accordance with the regulations, the operating requirements corresponding to the alarm signals
present in a French 1300 MWe reactor control room are generally organized on the basis of:

• Main System Affected
- Which main system is affected determines where the alarm windows are placed

within the control room (that of other information and other controls belonging to this
system) and the equipment classification (that required by the design studies for this
system). This classification requirement leads to a requirement level in terms of
periodic tests.
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• Operator Reaction Time
- The alarms are ranked in accordance with how urgently an operator must react when

the alarm signal appears. The appropriate action must be able to be carried out within
a given time limit, and if not, it must be automated (protection system and safeguard
system etc.). Each degree of urgency is given a corresponding color:

- red (urgent manual treatment of the fault)
- yellow (manual treatment of the fault which may be deferred),

white (basic automatic action which must be monitored to ensure it functions
properly),

- green (automatic action : safeguard, protection, load rejection etc.).

The 276 red alarm signals are presented on windows, the 2,900 others are on screens.

• Use in Accident Control Action: Alarm Signals Labeled "D"
- Alarm signals labeled "D" are used for accident diagnosis. If such an alarm signal

appears, the operator must take the orientation document which will either direct him
to an operating instruction or towards an alarm sheet, depending on the severity of the
situation.

This category of alarm signals labeled "D", in addition to the four color categories, came into
being with the development of the I, A, H and U incident and accident control action procedures,
taken from lessons learned from the TMI accident.

The IPSN has noted, during its analysis of event-oriented accident control action procedures for
the 1300 MWe series, that the requirements for periodic tests and for requalification associated
with the system to which the alarm signal belongs, only take the "normal operation" and
"accident prevention" aspects described above into consideration, since the "control of incidents
and accidents" aspect appeared after the design studies. Therefore, the classification level for the
equipment does not always correlate to the operating requirements which are associated with the
alarm signals used for diagnosing the accident.

Following this analysis, the French safety authority requested EDF to consider the matter, with
the following aims in mind:

• to rank the alarm signals according to their safety roles in accident control action,

• to specify the associated operating requirements for the different categories of alarms,
particularly those affecting operating redundancy, and the exhaustiveness of periodic
tests.

EDF will be giving consideration to this matter in the context of the next safety reassessment of
the 1300 MWe series units.
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3.2 Improvements of the Emergency Operating Procedures

In order to improve processing of incident or accident situations, improvements have been made
in the use of alarm signals. They make the post-accident control action less dependent on the
initial diagnosis, and thus on the alarm signals which detect entry into incident or accident
control action.

The symptom-oriented SPI operating instruction used by the Safety Engineer, in conjunction
with the event-oriented accident instructions applied by the operators, introduces a redundant and
diversified diagnosis which could lead the operators to apply the Ul emergency operating
instruction.

More recently, the progressive setting in place of the physical thermal-hydraulic symptom-
oriented approach EOP's, with the implementation in particular of a periodic diagnosis of the
state of the unit and re-orientation integrated into the operating instructions available to the
operators, means it is always possible to operate the unit properly, even should an incident or
accident situation arise.

4. PROCESSING ALARMS IN THE CASE OF THE N4 SERIES

4.1 General Introduction

4.1.1 Changes in Regulations

Following the TMI accident, consideration by the safety authority in France has led to the
establishment of directives relating to the safety characteristics and obligations to be applied in
the N4 series nuclear units, specified in orientation letter CAB No. 1121 - MZ of 6 October 1983.
The existence in the general provisions to be applied, of provisions relating to installation control
action constitutes an innovation. Certain obligations and characteristics apply to alarm
processing:

A) The provisions made as regards installation control action must in a general way aim to
help the personnel as extensively as possible enabling them to carry out their control
action task under optimum conditions and, in particular, must aim to :

a) ensure the operators have reliable and clear information on the state of the
installation, based on instrumentation from an appropriate range with implantation
which niinimizes the risk of errors,

b) provide the operators with the means to present information on the state of the
installation for accident or incident conditions, in a clear summary form to assist them
in establishing a diagnosis of the installation. They must also be provided with the
appropriate instructions, adapted to the use of these means, enabling appropriate work
deadlines to be met,

c) make it possible to maintain the parameters which represent the state of the
installation in the limits specified for each operating system envisaged, and, at the
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same time, to implement the means for adequate action when these parameters reach
certain pre-determined levels, and

d) record the necessary information to make it possible to follow, reconstruct and
analyze the situations in which the installation is found, particularly in the event of an
anomaly.

B) The following provisions are proposed by EDF to this end and are acceptable in principle:

e) analysis of the states of core cooling which enable the diagnosis means available to
the operators to be increased, and the effectiveness of the actions to ensure core
cooling under optimum conditions to be improved,

f) a data processing system which helps the personnel in normal or disturbed operation
of the installations,

g) redundant monitoring of the proper development of the post-accident phase is carried
out by a person who is independent from the operators."

4.1.2 Technological Changes

The provisions made by the operating organization with regard to the safety characteristics and
obligations set in general terms by the letter CAB 1121 MZ mentioned above, have led to the
current control room of the N4 series. One of the innovations of the N4 series consists of the
main man-machine operating interface "KJC" which is totally computerized.

The computerized operating interface is made up of four workstations, each one consisting of:

• three graphic screens which show portions of the systems and the computerized alarm
sheets and instructions,

• four alarm screens,

• a screen to show discord between the order and the report, and

• various touch-sensitive screens, keyboards and a track ball.

The implantation of these different components was validated on a simulator of N4 series control
room development phase. In the event of failure of the "KIC", a "conventionally" implemented
auxiliary panel makes it possible to bring the unit back to a safe state whatever its thermal-
hydraulic situation. A conventional alarm signal control panel located on the auxiliary panel
presents around 300 alarm signals, in particular the alarm signals labeled "D" used for
diagnosing incident and accident situations.
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4.2 Processing Alarm Signals in Normal Operation

Computerizing the control action system makes it possible, among other things, to filter the
alarm signals so that only those which represent the thermal-hydraulic conditions of the process
are presented. Thus, the way alarms are processed on the N4 series includes considerable
innovations in comparison with the previous series. More particularly, the operations offered by
computerization make the following possible:

• inhibition processes for non-pertinent alarm signals and adaptation of these processes to
the operating context,

• better functional ranking of the alarm signals,

• use of more selective display mechanisms and an alarm dialogue enabling them to be
sorted in different ways,

• on-screen display of the alarm sheets and direct access to the controls from these alarm
sheets.

As a result of these options, EDF has established design principles for the N4 series which are
more advanced than those of previous series and are briefly explained in the following sections.

4.2.1 Processing Alarm Signals According to Situation

Besides the basic inhibitions for non-pertinent alarm signals, for example the "very low level"
alarm signal inhibiting the "low level" alarm signal, the way the situation is processed makes it
possible to inhibit the alarm signals which are not useful for the unit's state.

The situations' definition is based on the criteria taken into account for the Technical
Specifications for Operation (STE): fullpower, shutdown, safety injection system, load rejection,
etc.

At a given moment, the unit is in a single normal, incident or accident operating state. By design
there may only be one single situation which validates the alarm signals at a given moment.

The operator is informed if this calculated general situation change. He is aware at all times of
the situation determined by the "KIC". However, the operator is still able to modify the situation
taken into account for processing the alarms. In this case, the alarm signals present are validated
both by the situation calculated by the "KIC" and that chosen by the operator. If the situation
calculated is incident or accident, the processes automatically take this new situation into
account.

In order to overcome possible inconsistency, the IPSN considered it important to ensure at best
that the alarm signal validating situations were consistent with the standard states of the Nuclear
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Steam Supply System in the sense of the Technical Specifications for Operation. Modifications
in this area were made by EDF (cf. § 4.3.1.1.).

4.2.2 Principles Behind Alarm Category and Severity Organizational System

The principle of dividing alarms into color categories which came from the conventional control
rooms, has been reapplied to the N4 series. The computer processing of alarm signals made it
possible to introduce the notion of alarm severity into the N4 series. A sub-category specifies,
for red, yellow and green alarm signals, the severity of the alarm, using a number from 1 to 3 in
decreasing order of severity.

The following table summarizes the various principles behind the alarm category and severity
system:

GREEN
(automatic action)

RED
(urgent manual

treatment of fault)
YELLOW

(manual treatment of
the fault which may be

deferred)
WHITE

(automatic action)

SEVERITY 1
Orders to start up

Containment Spray
and Safety Injection

Systems.
IKIC and « entry in
symptom-oriented

EOP's »
Risk of calling

safeguard systems
into operation or of

passing into a
beyond-design-basis

situation

SEVERITY 2
Orders for an

emergency shut-down

Risk of losing
availability

(emergency shutdown
load rejection)

or of losing safeguard
system availability

SEVERITY 3
Orders to trip the
turbine, of load
rejection, load

reduction, and Main
Steam and Feedwater
Flow Control System

isolation
All other cases

Basic automatic action, the proper development of which must be
monitored by the operator.

In addition, the alarms are given a name associated with the origin of the fault, i.e. alarm
concerning the main coolant system, the secondary coolant system or the overall system.

4.2.3 Presentation of Alarm Signals to Operators

The alarm signals are presented on the four alarms screens at the workstations following the
diagram below:
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SCREEN Al

Screen displaying RED alarm signals

SCREEN A2

Screen displaying YELLOW alarm signals

SCREEN A3

Screen displaying and for holding
GREEN AND WHITE alarm signals

SCREEN A4

Screen for holding RED AND YELLOW
alarm signals

The alarm signals are presented to the operators in the form of lists in decreasing order of
severity on the screens Al to A3. Several alarm lists may be displayed on an A4 screen, i.e.
sorted by severity, by time, by main system, by-alarm signals inhibited by another alarm signal
or by the situation context etc.

Generally speaking, the operations associated with the alarm dialogue are subject to ergonomic
assessment during the testing phase on the S3C simulator (control room and instrumentation and
control). The IPSN has been involved with this testing phase. These tests have led, in particular,
to a distinction being made between managing and seeing alarm signals.

4.2.4 Alarm Signal Management

The workstation controls provide various operations such as, an alarm signal erasing request,
consideration request, display of the alarm sheet or of the equipment sheet for equipment fault
alarms etc.

Taking an alarm into account makes it possible to display the associated alarm sheet on the
control action screen and to have direct access to the controls from that alarm sheet. The holding
of an alarm signal only applies to an alarm signal taken into account. It changes the screen for a
red or yellow alarm signal.

The testing phase on the S3C simulator, with which the IPSN was involved, showed that the
alarm dialogue and the presentation principles adopted would enable the operators to act the most
important alarms within five minutes in normal situations, the time between when a category 1
red alarm signal appears and when the alarm sheet is displayed being on average around one
minute.

In incident situations, the most significant alarm sheets are displayed in the first two minutes.
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4.3 Processing Alarm Signals used in Post-Accident Control Action

Several major changes regarding the way alarm signals are processed during incident or accident
control action have appeared in the N4 series. They regard :

• The introduction of a single alarm signal detecting the entry into an accident situation,

• The operating requirements of alarm signals associated with their uses in EOP's,

• The presentation of alarm signals in accident situations,

• The creation of indicators for re-orientating control action in accident situations.

4.3.1 Detection of an accident situation: « entry in symptom-oriented EOP's » alarm

The symptom-oriented EOP's are based on the actual state of the reactor and take into account
the thermal-hydraulic changes in the process. A single point of entry in symptom-oriented
EOP's guides the operators towards the orientation operating instruction for incident or accident
situations, whatever the initiating event may be.

The «entry in symptom-oriented EOP's» alarm signal is a green alarm signal of severity 1 which
leads the operators to apply the control action instruction for guidance in incident or accident
situations (cf. § 4.3.4). It summarizes all the basic alarm signals which detect an incident or
accident situation and calls upon, while it is working, processes for inhibition and for validation
according to the situation.

4.3.1.1 Generation of the "Entry in Symptom-Oriented EOP's" Alarm Signal

Certain non-redundant information is used for the cold and intermediate shutdown states because
it is associated with the decay heat removal system train in service. The IPSN analysis revealed
that this absence of redundancy in generating situations was likely to lead to inappropriate
inhibition of the "entry in symptom-oriented EOP's" alarm signal.

Consequently, EDF modified the alarm process in order that the "entry in symptom-oriented
EOP's" alarm signal appear even if non redundant information fail. However, there is a risk that
an alarm signal will appear outside of its validating situation context. The IPSN decided that this
factor was satisfactory.

Following analysis by the IPSN, various modifications were made to the definition of the
situation to make them as close as possible of the standard states specified in the Technical
Specifications for Operation (cf. § 4.2.1).

The IPSN also considered that it would be appropriate for the operating organization to make
sure there was no common mode between the information used to develop a classified alarm
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signal and to develop the validating situation, as this common mode could result in the spurious
appearance of an "entry in symptom-oriented EOP's" alarm signal.

4.3.1.2 Validation of the "Entry in Symptom-Oriented EOP's" Alarm Signal

Following discussions with the IPSN, and keeping in mind the complexity involved in
developing the "entry in symptom-oriented EOP's" alarm signal, EDF validated this alarm signal
in three complementary stages:

• Validation of the individual alarm signals which lead to entry into the state-oriented
approach. This stage consists of exhaustively validating that the "KIC" is properly
informed of each labeled "D" alarm signal. This stage was carried out in test programs on
the plant. It is to be noted that the computerized alarm sheets which are associated with
these alarm signals guide the operators towards entry in symptom-oriented EOP's even if
the "entry in symptom-oriented EOP's" alarm signal is failed.

• Validation of the development logic. Different conditions were applied on entry into the
logic process (appearance/disappearance of individual alarm signals, leaving a state-
oriented approach, validating situations, situation invalidity etc.) and the proper behavior
on leaving was checked.

• Tests of each entire train at the plant. This stage complements the previous stages and
was carried out during hot tests (including blackout tests). These tests resulted in the
creation of a new type of "entry in symptom-oriented EOP's" alarm signal which appears
simultaneously on all the workstations.

4.3.2 Operating Requirements Associated with Alarms in Post-Accident Control Action

Taking into account post-accident control action in the safety studies at the design stage made it
possible to establish the essential information, controls and alarm signals to be safety grade.

For the computerized operating interface, this classification only comes into play for the periodic
test requirements, as the "KIC" computerized control system does not have the qualification
requirements of a safety computer system.

As a complex computerized system as the « KIC » cannot be safety graded, the IPSN have
required a set of provisions making it possible to ensure the system operates satisfactorily, these
include:

• periodic tests where the "KIC" and the auxiliary panel are used to validate each other,
• creation of signs-of-life images for the "KIC" computerized operating interface, and
• creation of a diversified "KJC anomaly" alarm signal, located on the auxiliary panel.
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4.3.3 Presentation of Alarm Signals in Incident or Accident Situations

The incident instructions are completely computerized. The operators are thus able to carry out
their instructions and give the corresponding orders directly from the flow chart images. The
accident instructions are partially computerized. Orientations and re-orientations for control
action are on flow chart image (see § 4.3.4.). For the other parts of the instructions, a main
image guides the operator in his choice of control action sequences. There is also a paper copy
of the control action sequence flow chart.

Other than for detecting an incident or accident situation (point covered in §4.3.1.), the alarm
screens are no longer used during management of an incident or accident as the use of alarm
sheets has been assigned to normal operation. The alarm signals required to respond to the
computerized instruction tests are thus given on the flow chart images as and when necessary.

In case of a difference between the response to the instruction test given by the operator and the
response calculated by the « KIC », the color of the test instruction changes and thus display an
alarm signal to the operator.

The analysis revealed that in some cases the equations used in the computerized instruction tests
were different from those used for their associated alarm signals. Thus EDF has checked all
these equations to ensure a good correspondence between instruction tests and alarm signals.

en en
[55ca>

Main image

Alarm signaT\

Flow chart image

^1 \ M3/H

Different indicators available on the main control action image in incident or accident situations
indicate to the operators, among other things, in order of importance:

• malfunctioning of one of the components (keyboard, screen etc.) of the workstation,
• malfunctioning of the control action computer system: IKIC indicator corresponding to

the green IKIC alarm signal of severity 1 presented on the alarm screen,
• a necessary re-orientation of the control action in progress (DOR and REOR indicators),
• the loss of a support function of the systems important for safety (e.g. power supply), and
• the loss or malfunctioning of an important system (Containment Spray System, main

system pumps etc.).
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These indicators or alarm signals appear as the result of the calculation of complex equations
which integrate a set of possibilities (combinations of information from different sensors, taking
into account of invalidity, departure from the range, loss of power supply etc.).

4.3.4 Indicators for Re-Orienting Control Action in Incident or Accident Situations

The symptom-oriented EOP's for the unit make it possible to periodically diagnose the state of
the unit, and can thus re-orient the operators. Each of the symptom-oriented EOP's which
corresponds to a given state of the installation is itself divided up into sequences. On completing
a part of the EOP being carried out, the operator moves to a re-orientation operating module
between EOP's and then between sequences of the same EOP.

(1) Initial Orientation of an EOP
(observation and decision)

(2) Control Action Sequence
(action)

Criteria for entry
into Sequence 1

Criteriaforentry
into Sequence 2 }

Sequence 1 Sequence 2

Objective of
control action 1

|
Test

1
Objective of

control action 2

L
| — — "

Objective of
control action 3

(3) Re-orientation
(role notably similar to that of orientation)

These re-orientations, totally computerized on the N4 series, control a re-orientation indicator
(DOR or REOR indicator). To assess the validation of the computerized instructions, the IPSN
analyzed the types of anomalies encountered (setting parameters, controlling, lack of
information, representativeness of information, operating mode etc.) by detection means
(checking by the development team and outsiders, computer checking tools, S3C simulator, plant
tests etc.), in particular focusing its analysis on actual validation at the plants which constituted
the last link in the validation chain.

Taking into account the discussions with the IPSN and in order to perfect the validation of these
indicators, EDF will use a new tool simulating the behavior of an operator following the
computerized EOP's «SCOOP», connected to an N4 process simulator.

4.4 Detection and Management of Faults in the Computer System

The development of a computerized control system as complex as that of a nuclear power station
can not be guaranteed to be without software faults, both at the systems level and at the
application level. The IPSN has checked the provisions which enable the anomalies at the
development level to be reduced, in particular:
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• quality assurance (development methodology, management of modifications etc.),
• validation (pertinence of tests, representativeness, experience feedback etc.).

It is therefore important to check that the computerized system is safe in the event of software or
hardware failure (isolation of elements affected, reconfiguration, informing operators, alternative
operation etc.). The analysis of potential malfunctions as well as of means of detection and
managing a software or hardware breakdown in the computerized system have hallowed to assess
the system's tolerance against failures and more generally, the safety of the installation.

From those analysis, new alarm signals relating to the different malfunctions of the "KIC"
computerized control system appeared on the N4 series, in particular :

• alarm signals relating to the loss of a software or hardware component
(or sub-component) of the instrumentation and control system,

• alarm signaling a fault in one of the workstation components (keyboard, screen etc.),
• IKIC alarm signal: malfunction affecting control actions on the "KIC", and
• creation of signs-of-life images for the "KIC" computerized operating interface.

New control provisions relating this system to cope with these different anomalies were
introduced:

• periodic tests where the "KIC" and the auxiliary panel validate each other,
• sheets to cope with residual anomalies,
• reconfiguration of workstations (loss of alarm screen, keyboards etc.), and
• IKIC instruction which makes it possible to move the operating team if the workstation

fail and if necessary to transfer the computerized control stations to the auxiliary panel.

Numerous tests on simulators and the analysis of malfunctions which occurred in the plant
testing phase have made it possible to validate all of these provisions, which have partly
stemmed from the results of the analysis made by the IPSN.

5. CONCLUSION

The analysis carried out by the IPSN of the alarm signals presented in a conventional 1300 MWe
reactor control room showed the need to rank the alarm signals in accordance with their role in
operating safety.

Regarding the N4 series, the main conclusions the IPSN can draw from its analysis are:

• The computerized processing of alarm signals provides considerable help in managing
alarms during normal operation. In particular, better functional ranking of the alarm
signals by introducing classification according to severity and the use of more selective
display mechanisms, in theory should provide a noticeable improvement in the
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processing of anomalies by the operators, which will however only be truly able to be
gauged through experience feedback.

The creation of a single alarm signal detecting the entry into incident or accident
situations, and the creation of a control action re-orientation indicator which were made
possible thanks to computerization and the use of symptom-oriented emergency operating
procedures, provide a significant improvement in the management of incidents and
accidents.

Taking into account the importance of the computerized operating system «KIC» for the
installation's safety, various provisions make it possible to cover any failure of the «KIC»
particularly:

- hardware redundancy and software self-tests of the «KIC» computerized system,
- hardware and operating independence of the protection and safeguard system,

diversified announcement on the mimic in the event of a protection or safeguard
order,
diversified "KIC anomaly" alarm signal located on the auxiliary panel,

- human redundancy and acquisition of information provided by the safety engineer or
the shift supervisor at the auxiliary panel in incident or accident situations.

These provisions are stemming particularly from:

- quality assurance at the design stages,
- both ergonomic and technical validation very soon included in the design process,
- considerable thoroughness in the analysis of potential malfunctions.


